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PREFACE
The Estuarine Sanctuary concept was introduced in the Federal Coastal
Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972 (section 312). This legislation estab
lishes an Estuarine Sanctuary Program within the Office of Coastal Zone
Management (O.C.Z.M.) to provide grants to states on a matching basis for
the purpose of acquiring, developing and operating estuarine areas for use
as estuarine sanctuaries. An estuarine sanctuary is defined as "a research
area, which may include any part or all of an estuary, adjoining transitional
areas, and adjacent uplands, set aside to provide scientists and students
the opportunity to examine over a period of time the ecological relationships
within the area" (see appendix 1).
Estuarine sanctuaries serve a dual purpose by providing undisturbed areas
of representative coastal ecological types for research and establishing control areas against which impacts of man's activities can be assessed. The main
objectives of these areas are long-term scientific and educational activities
especially to provide some of the information necessary for coastal zone decision making, hence the management plan should support such objectives.
In the Estuarine Sanctuary Guidelines, eleven different biogeographic
regions were defined (see appendix 2). The Sapelo Island National Estuarine
Sanctuary in Georgia was selected to represent the Carolinian region, an area
characterized by extensive marshes and swamps, turbid and productive waters,
and temperate biota. Designation of the sanctuary occured in December 1976
and constituted the second Estuarine Sanctuary in the nation.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The Sapelo Island National Estuarine Sanctuary (will be referred to
as Sapelo Island Estuarine Sanctuary) has been in operation since 1976,
but to this date no management plan has been drafted or implemented. Management of the Sanctuary has changed from the management structure outlined in
the initial Sanctuary Proposal and in the final EIS. Federal operation and
maintenance grants, available for the first 3 years of sanctuary operation,
will end in November of 1980. Because of these factors there is a need to

review the Sanctuary Program and to identify the major issues of concern,
and define the responsibilities of the various divisions and agencies involved
in the Sanctuary program. The objective of this paper is to define the longterm management objectives of the Sapelo Island Sanctuary and provide strategies to achieve them.
DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA
Sapelo Island, one of the eleven major Georgia barrier islands, has been
the site of a National Estuarine Sanctuary since 1976.(see fig. 1). The 7,400
acre sanctuary encompasses the extreme southern portion of the island, all of
the Duplin River and its associated marshes and watershed. Management of the
sanctuary is controlled by the Georgia Department of Natural Resources (DNR).
Day to day supervision of the entire island is under the auspices at DNR's
Game and Fish Division. Sapelo Island is the game and fish headquarters for
all the coastal Georgia Wildlife Management areas. DNR's coastal resources
division (CPD), based in Brunswick, Georgia is responsible for education and
monitoring programs in the sanctuary, as well as grant administration and coordination with state coastal zone management and the federal office of Coastal
Zone Management (see fig.2 for a schema of sanctuary management.) Administration is described in greater detail in section V.
The sanctuary borders the larger R. J. Reynold's Wildlife Refuge to the
north, a Georgia state program that has been in operation since 1969 (see fig.
3). The Wildlife Refuge consists of approximately 12,000 acres of upland and
is managed by the Game and Fish Division of the Georgia Department of Natural
Resources. The University of Georgia leases the southern end of Sapelo Island
from the state as the main research facility for the University's Marine Institute. The- Institute has been collecting data and conducting research
in the Duplin River Estuary since 1953 with the cooperation and financial
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backing of the Sapelo Island Research Foundation, a private foundation established by R. J. Reynold's, a previous owner of the island. One of the main
considerations when proposing the Duplin River estuary as a sanctuary site was
the existence of an extensive data bank.
Additional buffers for the Sanctuary include Blackbeard Island to the
northeast, and Wolf Island to the south, both federal wildlife refuges, and
the state managed Altama Waterfowl Management Area (see fig.4 ).
CLASSIFICATION
The policy statement for the Sapelo Island Estuarine Sanctuary states
that the primary purpose of the Sanctuary is to serve as a research facility
focusing on the site's natural and cultural resources (State of Georgia, 1976a).
Education, interpretation and recreation are identified as secondary purposes that
are to be permitted only as long as they do not interfere with the primary objective.
The Sapelo Island Estuarine Sanctuary is designated as a DNR Natural Area,
as well as a Unique Natural Area using the federal Heritage Trust and Recreation Service (formally Bureau of Outdoor Recreation) classification system.
(State of Georgia, 1976b).
MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
The Sapelo Island Estuarine Sanctuary will be managed to preserve the
estuarine ecosystem in a natural and undisturbed state. No uses which significantly alter the natural ecosystems will be permitted.
The Sanctuary is not intended as a recreation area, but shall be available
to the general public for existing low intensity recreation such as fishing,
so long as the level and kind of use does not detract from or alter the natural
environment or research use of the Sanctuary. The island itself is generally
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-8off limits for public recreation, except during scheduled hunts. If a
research activity can not be conducted, or if its progress will be disrupted
by a recreational activity, the recreation activity will constitute an unacceptably detrimental effect and will not be permitted. A particular use
should be restricted if overuse threatens the integrity of the Sanctuary.
In accordance with the purpose, classification and character of the Sanctuary, the following sections outline policies which will form the basis of the
management.
A. Objectives for Sanctuary Educational and Research Programs:
1.

To design and conduct a long term monitoring program to provide
a long range record of natural or man-induced fluctuations in
the area, as well as a record of diversity.

2.

To design and conduct resource and management studies to assess
the impact of management practices and uses of the sanctuary
resources.

3. To utilize the sanctuary area as a source of organisms for various
basic studies such as physiology, biochemistry, microbiology, etc.
4.

To disseminate information on coastal and estuarine processes
through scientific and popular publication of research findings
and public education and tours of the sanctuary to encourage maximum use of current information.

5.

To increase public awareness of the natural resources and ecological communities of the sanctuary and surrounding coastal areas.

6.

To conduct archaeological and historical research and inventories.

7. To obtain a broad data base that enables a thorough description
of the natural biophysical characteristics of the salt marsh system.
8.

To conduct systems analysis and related studies to allow for the
construction of models of the salt marsh ecosystem.

9.

To encourage infra-;state research especially with the other three
states in the C6linian biogeographic region.

10. To promote research aimed at determining the effect of upstream
developments on the Altamaha and Sapelo Rivers.
11. To encourage research to assess the role riverine input plays in
the salt marsh system.

-9Natural Resource Management Policies

B.

Beaches and Dunes
No vehicular traffic shall be allowed on beaches except as needed for
research and DNR management purposes.
Dunes will be closed to all uses and pedestrian traffic with the exception
of guided interpretive programs and research. All public access over the
dunes will be on boardwalks or designated trails in wilderness areas.
vehicular traffic will be permitted except for management and law enforcement
purposes. The dunes will be allowed to revegetate naturally as random pedestrian
passage and feral grazing are reduced or eliminated. No revegetation program,
fencing or artificial stabilization will be undertaken.
Other Areas
The salt marsh, freshwater pond environments and forested areas shall be
managed to promote natural ecological succession and minimize the adverse
impacts of man's activities.
Rare or endangered species shall be protected.
Prescribed burning and other management practices used in the adjacent
Wildlife Management Area shall be allowed in the Sanctuary with special
precautions in areas of natural and cultural significance.
No new dikes or impoundments will be constructed on Sanctuary lands.
C.

Cultural Resource Management Policy
Historic structures, archaeological sites and other historic remains shall

be identified and preserved. A historic resource study of the sanctuary should

be conducted and consulted before any construction takes place. Significant
structures shall be maintained and made available to the public as appropriate.
D.

Recreational Use Policy
Education/Interpretation
Public tours of the Sanctuary shall continue to be arranged for groups

of adults and groups of primary and secondary school children to acquaint them

-10with the natural and cultural resources of the area and the processes and
ecology of the estuarine ecosystem. Additional sanctuary-related public
education programs shall be operated on the mainland to reach a greater
audience. Publication of research findings shall continue to take place as
an important element of the education program. Public seminars and conferences
shall be held on the island and elsewhere to provide additional information
on marine and coastal resource use and management.
Hunting
Hunting for small game including marsh hens, shall be a permitted use
of the Sanctuary. Scheduled public deer hunts will be permitted in the portion
of the Sanctuary immediately, adjacent to the Sapelo Island Wildlife Management Area.
Primitive Camping
No camps will be constructed in the Sapelo Island Estuarine Sanctuary.
Hunters on the Sapelo Island Wildlife Management Area (W.M.A.) are to be
accommodated at the hunters camp at Moses Hammock.
Walking
Unaccompanied tours of the sanctuary are not a desirable use due to the
sensitivity of research instruments and experiments to human interference.
Walking traits may be established in the adjacent Natural Area. If trails
are established, appropriate means of restricting visitors from the sanctuary,
and the Marine Institute must be developed.
Swimming
Swimming and public use of beaches within the sanctuary boundaries is
not a programmed use due to the nature of research carried on in the beach/dune
and nearshore areas. Public access to the adjacent Natural Area may be established
but adequate steps would have to be taken to insure that increased public use
would not disrupt on-going research.

Picnicking
Picnicking should not be an encouraged use of the Sanctuary itself,
but may occur in designated areas in the adjacent Natural Area. A picnic
gazebo adjacent to the Sanctuary at Nannygoat Beach will be available.
Recreactional Boating
Boating for pleasure is an allowed use of the Duplin River estuary.
Waterskiing and high-speed boating will not be encouraged, due to their
potentially detrimental environmental impact.
Recreational Fishing
Sport fishing is an authorized activity in the Sapelo Island Estuarine
Sanctuary. Oyster harvesting for personal consumption may be an authorized
use in designated areas of the estuary.
Nature Study
Nature study is an allowable use of the Sanctuary. Formal nature study
will be arranged through guided tours. Expansion of the program shall occur
gradually in phases and only after determination that no measurable impacts
fa the sanctuary have occurred

Commercial Fishing
Bait fishing and crabbing will be permitted in the waters around Sapelo
Island persuant to current DNR regulations. Effects of these activities shall
be monitored to ensure that they have no detremental effect on the sanctuary.
Other commercial fishing has not and will not be allowed in the Duplin River
estuary.
RESTRICTED USE POLICY

E.

Activites which shall be allowed on a restricted basis in the Sanctuary

include:
a) Residential use at the current level; except for increases in residential use as necessary in connection with management of the island.

b) Motorized vehicles under the regulation of the Resident Manager.
c) The use of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers
i) only in the area immediate vicinity of residences' for household
purposes, or
ii) in an approved research project where the effects can be contained
or reversed provided that such activities shall be restricted to an area less
than one tenth of one percent of the Sanctuary area or
iii) in circumstances where an eminent threat to the Island flora and/or
fauna exists.
d) Timber management only those trees necessary for the controlled burning
program will be removed. Nah've flora will be encouraged to re-establish itself
in cleared areas.
PROHIBITED USE POLICY
The following activities will be prohibited in the Sanctuary:
a) mineral removal
b) dredging, except as in the opinion of DNR, as necessary at Marsh Landing,
Barn Creek, or in South End Creek in order to provide necessary and historic
access to the Island. This opinion shall be based on consideration of scientific
data on the possible impact of such dredging on the environment of the Sanctuary.
d) chemical or pollutant discharge except as allowable under Georgia water
quality laws.

e) any other alterations of the environment which would harm the integrity
of the area and be inconsistent with purposes for which the Sanctuary was established.
G.

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION AND DESCRIPTION

A. General Administration
Management of R. J. Reynold's Wildlife Refuge is the responsibility of the
Game and Fish Division of the Department of Natural Resources. They are responsible for the day to day supervision and security of the entire island, including
Estuarine Sanctuary. Additional responsibilities of the Game and Fish Division

include general management of the Sanctuary in accordance with the permitted
uses of the Sanctuary area, with ONR policies, and with the needs of
the University of Georgia Marine Institute. Maintenance and operation, of the
state owned ferry boat, maintenance of display areas at Meridian and Long Tabby,
and maintenance of the state owned bus for visitor use are activities included
in the general management of the island.
Responsibility for policy and programs related to research in the Estuarine
Sanctuary will continue to lie with the Board of Regents of the University of
Georgia. Responsibilities include maintenance of research buildings, facilities and grounds.
The Coastal Resources Division of DNR shall be responsible for:
(1) Coordinating the Sapelo Island Estuarine Sanctuary Program with
Georgia's overall coastal zone management program.
(2) Undertaking comprehensive review of the Sanctuary Program.
(3) continuing a comprehensive public education program that includes
guided tours of the Estuarine Sanctuary, mainland based education programs and
various publications.
(4) Coordination of a monitoring program of the Duplin River and water
column.
(5) Grant administration.
(6) Preparation of displays for the Meridian welcome center and Long Tabby
display area. Additional interpretive aids will be needed for the proposed marsh
and dune boardwalks.
Future Administrative Alternatives
Marine and Estuarine Sanctuary Coordination
If the proposed marine sanctuary at Gray's Reef (Sapelo Live Bottom) is

-14approved, the Coastal Resources Division of DNR is a possible entity to
coordinate its management (see fig. 5). Since many of the goals of the two
sanctuary programs are similar, a sanctuary coordinator for both programs
would be one management alternative. The coordinator would be responsible for
coordinating educationa, monitoring and grant administration programs for the
two sanctuaries.
Closer link with coastal zone management
A closer link between the Estuarine Sanctuary and the State coastal zone
management program needs to be made. One possible alternative is to place
responsibility for Sanctuary coordination in the Coastal Zone Management Section
of CRD.
Advisory Group
Establishment of a Sanctuary advisory committee is a primary recommendation
at this time. Present public input into Sanctuary management is limited to
evaluations of the tour programs by visitors. While this is valuable, additional input is desirable if broader community support is to be gained. Greater
community participation in the Sanctuary Program is needed to promote a feeling
of ownership and support. Such an advisory committee would serve a "watchdog"
role in insuring that Sanctuary management was consistent with the goals of
the Sanctuary Program.
In the initial Sanctuary Proposal, three groups are outlined: a management
advisory committee, a research advisory committee and a citizens advisory
committee. The creation of three committees would be a cumbersome management
unit, but there should be one advisory group to help management of the Sanctuary.
Duties of this group could be as follows:
1) responsible for advising the Commissioner and Board of Natural Resources
on overall management principles and practices within the Sanctuary and
adjacent areas.
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2) responsible for advising the University system on research needs within
the four states of the Carolinian biogeographic region expecially
as related to coastal zone management programs.
Membership in this committee could include (or suitable alternatives):
1) a representative of the Sapelo Island Research Foundation
2)

a representative from the DNR involved in estuarine research

3) a representative of the Coastal Plains Regional Commission
4)

a representative of O.C.Z.M.

5)

a representative of the Board of Regents

6)

one lay person knowledgeable in estuarine science

7)

two representatives from McIntosh County, one an elected official
and one a resident of Hog Hammock

8)

two estuarine scientists

9)

one lay person knowledgeable in environmental education

At least three of the four members in numbers 5,6 and 8 should be from
the other states in the Carolinian region.
The need for public input is great. At present there is no vehicle for
public involvement in sanctuary management.
An alternative advisory committee is proposed in the Research section.
B.

Education and Visitor Use Plan

Objectives:

To increase appreciation and understanding of the sanctuary's ecological
communities, the geological processes that shape the island system, the natural
and historic resources of the island, the relationship between man's activities
and the island's communities and processes.
The primary goal of the education/interpretation experience will be to
help visitors appreciate the natural resources and promote an appreciation and
wise use of resources, and a greater visitor awareness of his surroundings.
To accomplish this end, the public education program shall be designed to reach

as great a portion of the public as possible. Tools to enable this communication will include tours of the sanctuary, programs to local groups including
teachers, slide presentations, brochures, newsletter and newspaper articles,
workshops and seminars, lecture series on estuarines and estuarine sanctuaries,
and marshridune walks on Sapelo Island and adjacent barrier islands. Goals
of the education program should not stop at environmental awareness but must
stress action by encouraging implementation of managment policies in coastal
environments.
Visitor Facilities
Mainland Exhibit Area-Brunswick
A mainland based exhibit area is available to the public at the
Brunswick headquarters of the CRD. A centrally located mainland based site
reaches a greater audience; including school and public groups unable or unwilling
to visit the Sanctuary itself. Exhibits, displays and programs offered at
the Brunswick headquarters also serve as an introduction to the Sanctuary Program
to the many individuals who are unaware of it.
Overlook Park Boardwalk
A boardwalk constructed adjacent to the CRD headquarters offers an opportunity for local school and public groups to view a typical salt marsh in a
semiurban environment. Guided tours for the boardwalk are available; interpretive aids will be added to make the marshwalk a self-guided experience as
well. Comparisons can be drawn between marshes in more pristine areas and the
marshes observed from the Overlook Park Boardwalk. Teacher orientation to
marsh ecology and education can be accomplished in this area.
Sapelo Island Experience
Mainland Visitor Center-Meridian
The public education/interpretive program will began at Meridian Dock, the

departure point for trips to Sapelo Island. The dock house/visitor center
will serve as an orientation site for visitors waiting for the boat's departure.
Posters, photographic material, maps, and other graphic interpretive aids will
be posted on the walls. An interpreter/tour guide will be available before each
tour to brief the visitors on marsh ecology, tidal action, characteristics of
the estuary and other environmental features seen during the boat ride.
Island visitors will be asked to arrive at the mainland site in advance of
the departure time to allow time for the audio-visual orientation. Phone
conversations and a confirmation letter for boat reservations will alert visitors to the available facilities and lack of food services on the island.
Additional visitors without reservations will be added to the tour on a space
available basis. The mainland visitor center will also serve as an introduction
to the sanctuary program for those visitors who do not have the time, required
reservations or interest to visit the island. This will be an important
aspect of the Sanctuary program due to the limited visitation to the island and
the requirement of a visitor time commitment.
Boat Ride
Once the mainland welcome center is completed, no organized interpretive
program will be conducted on the boat ride. Visitors will be free to interpret
features and estuarine relationships on their own. The tour guide/interpreter
will be available to answer any questions during the 30 minute ride.
Long Tabby (see fig. 5)
Historical displays will be posted in one room of the Long Tabby complex,
itself an historic site and head q uarters for the Game and Fish Division operations
on the island. Photographs and posters will document and explain historic and
natural features on the island.
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Nannygoat Beach Facilities
A boardwalk providing access to the beach will be constructed at Nannygoat
Beach at the end of the access road. The boardwalk will minimize damage to the
dune system and will provide a better vantage point for observation and interpretation of the dune environment. Interpretative discussion and aids at this
site will concentrate on coastal and shoreline processes, dune dynamics, the
sand sharing system and life of dunal areas. Stress will be placed on floral
and faunal adaptation to the harsh dunal environment, and on the dynamic nature
of the shoreline system. The delicate nature of certain parts of the dune
system will be identified and used to explain such legislation as the Sea Oats
Law, and the Shoreline Assistance Act of 1979.
A picnic gazebo attached to the boardwalk, and restroom facilities behind
the primary dune line will be provided for visitors. Public use of the boardwalk/
gazebo will initially take place as part of the organized tours. Eventually,
visitors wishing a longer beach experience, might have the option of remaining
at the beach after a tour. (See later section for discussion of carrying capacity).
Foundation Dock
A boardwalk extension of the existing dock facilities will be constructed
to provide better public access to a diverse high marsh environment without
adversely impacting the marsh environment. Interpretation of the marsh system,
explanation of salt marsh plant types and important functions of the salt marsh
are and will be continued to be carried out at this site.
Marine Institute
An exhibit room at the Marine Institute focuses on the natural history
and geography of the island with an emphasis on estuarine processes. Past
and present research at the Marine Institute is stressed in the exhibits.
An older exhibit area displaying native marine and terrestrial fauna
of Sapelo Island will also continue to be available to the public.
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Interpretive Programs
Tours

The core of the Sapelo Island Estuarine Sanctuary interpretive program will
be the regularly scheduled tours. Typical tours include visitation of all
the island based visitor facilities described above. A typical tour would
include an orientation at the Meridian Welcome Center, a boat trip to the
island, a marsh walk at Foundation Dock, a tour of the Long Tabby display
area and historic tabby ruins, a trip to the Marine Institute display area and
facilities, with discussion on past and present research, a dune and beach walk
and a review of present resource management programs in the Sanctuary and
adjacent Wildlife Management Area.
Special programs will be arranged with school and public groups as time
and staff availability permit. Programs may include but are not limited to:
plant ecology studies of the various island habitants, archaeological survey of
important historic sites, and beach and dune studies.
A suitable site for an upland habitant walk should be identified
and incoorperated into the tours as appropriate. A trail system using
existing roads may be developed for more in-depth upland studies. Studies
to determine the impact of such development would have to be conducted before
opening it to the public. Self-guided tours of the trail system would only be
allowed if interpretive staff determined that environmental impact would be
minimal and if the group was of an appropriate orientation. Interpretive
guides and identifying markers would have to be developed by CRD staff to
improve the learning experience.
Mainland Programs

Mainland based sanctuary related programs offer a more flexible public
education experience than would be available:Duly:through island visitation.
Programs will include but not be limited to presentations to school and public
groups, marshwalks on the Brunswick/DNR Overlook Park Boardwalk, short programs
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using the DNR exhibition area, seminars and workshops to local colleges and
civic groups.
Optimal tour size
In determining the optimum size of tour groups in the Sanctuary three
factors must be taken into account.
1) A quality experience should be guaranteed each visitor to the island.
If too many people participate in an education program at one time, its value
is diminished. Personal contact and interaction are necessary for a success( ful education program.
2) Physical limits There are two types of physical limitations on Sapelo
Island; facility and environmental constraints. Tours are escorted by bus with
a seating capacity of 28. The addition of a second bus would strain personnel
capacity and would take away from the island experience which is for the most
part uncluttered by man's activities.
The boat which transport tour groups to the island also serves the inhabitants of the island, and commuting employees, consideration must be given to
the resident users of the ferry service.
Environmental constraints include a limited beach front. The Sapelo Island
Natural Area encompasses 1 11 miles of beach as compared to Cumberland Island, a
nearby natural seashore, which has 17 miles of beach front available to the public.
3) Boat fuel. The number of tours to the island will also be controlled
by fuel considerations. Scheduled boat runs have recently been cut to conserve
fuel.
Recommendations
i) Tour size should be limited to 28 people. Personal experience of the
tour guides has indicated that the educational experience is diminished as
the number of participants increases over about 30 individuals. (Personal

communication, J. Phillips, A. Allen).
ii) Public tours should be increased to 3 times weekly during the
summer months of June, July, August and half of September. Visitor
requests at this time indicate a greater public demand that is not being
met by the twice weekly tours (Personnal communications, E. Waters). Winter
visitation is substantially lower, and appears to be adequately met the
twice weekly tour schedule now in effect. If visitor interest should
change or dramatically increase the number of tours could be increased to
a maximum of four times a week. Present constraint on the number of weekly
trips is boat scheduling. The number of tours should not be increased
until boardwalk facilities are completed to minimize for traffic on the
dune system.
Recommendations for Education Program

1) Greater use of the Sanctuary by university and community college classes
should be encouraged. Biology, oceanography, history, and management classes
could all use the Sanctuary for field and longterm research projects with the
permission of the Marine Institute and/or DNR.
2) Boat tours of the estuary itself would provide additional educational/
recreational experience to the public that the present, upland oriented tours
do not. Guided canoe trips in salt marsh creeks of the Duplin River estuary
would be one option provided tides and weather conditions were appropriate.
3) Assistance to schools in initiating their own estuarine studies must
be increased. teachers need to be prepared to teach estuarine education in
their own classrooms. One day teacher's training sessions involving marsh
walks could be provided for this purpose by CRD staff. Lists of films and
curriculum on marine education could be p rovided to local schools.
4) Media representative should become more involved in Sapelo Island
Sanctuary activities to hel p promote and advertise them. Decision makers

are another important group that need increased exposure to the value and
nature of coastal systems in,general and the Sapelo Island Estuarine
Sanctuary in particular.
C.

Research Plan
The Marine Institute will continue to be responsible for research

programs in the Sapelo Island Estuarine Sanctuary. Greater interaction
of the Marine Institute with the Sanctuary Program should be encouraged.
Options for increasing this interaction include involving Marine Institute
scientists in public seminars on and off the island, cooperating with
Marine Institute scientists on monitoring activities, and creation of a
research advisory group. The facilities of the Marine Institute have
been and will continue to be open to scientists able to provide their
own funding, from the state of Georgia and other states as well, as
appropriate and as space p ermits. To encourage and facilitate use of
the Sanctuary by scientists from other institutions in the Carolinian
area, a Sanctuary Research Advisory Committee should be established.
The Research Group would be advisory to the noard of Regents of the Capelo
Island Research Foundation and invited representatives of institutions
in the Carolinian area having estuarine research interests. Other

members should include representatives of the DNR, Georgia Coastal
Management Board, The Coastal Plains Regional Commission, and the O.C.Z.M.
This group would act as a review board to determine research needs especially
those related to coastal zone management programs in the four states, to
determine research priorities, and to advise on the nature and content of
the projects. An additional responsibility would be to review the results
of the CRD monitoring program. Such a committee is also urged by the

Federal O.C.Z.M. Sanctuary Office.
The need for such an advisory committee or sub-committee exists to
increase the application of sanctuary based research to coastal zone management problems, and to increase the use of the Sanctuary by other states
in the same biogeographic region.
Monitoring Plan

D.
Objectives:

Objectives of the monitoring program for the Sapelo Island Estuarine
Sanctuary are as follows. (State of Georgia, 1979).
- to better understand the estuarine ecosystem and the inter-relationships
of its many components
- to identify changes in the natural, relatively undisturbed estuarine
ecosystem and potential causes of those changes
- to utilize the data base for management of the Sanctuary and its
surrounding watershed.
The monitoring program, to be conducted by CRD staff will consist of the
following:
1) Estimation of standing crop biomass. Sampling of the major plant
species will be conducted every spring and fall. (For a description
of methods, see Monitoring Program description in the 1979 Grant
Application).
Population density assessment for major macrofauna. The assessment
will take place simultaneously with the biannual plant sampling.
3) Estuarine nekton sampling to determine ecological community indices.
4) Vegetation change assessment using low level false color infrared
photography. Photographs would be obtained in the early fall
every second year.
Determination of heavy metal and pesticide concentration. Plant
and animal tissues from the Duplin Estuarine Sanctuary will be
monitored for these concentrations semiannually.
Monitoring of the physical environment will include the following:
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Collection and analysis of tidal data. Data from two tidal stations in the Duplin River will be compared with National Ocean
Survey primary tide stations in Georgia and Florida.
7) Documentation of erosion and accretion changes in marsh and stream
channels. Aerial photography from plant community monitoring will
be used for this documentation.
8) Comparison of nutrient chemistry of the water column and marsh
drainage water. Water samples will be collected monthly as part
of regular DNR vessel operations.
9) Integration of monitoring results with ongoing estuarine research.
To assure maximum utilization of contemporary data on the sanctuary,
open lines of communication with researchers in the Marine Institute
will be established.
Recommendations
If for any reason, the CRD is not able to fulfill its obligations for the
monitoring program, the Division should contract the work to outside researchers,
including staff at the Marine Institute.
POTENTIAL ISSUES
In this section certain issues will be raised that should be addressed
in the future.
A. Recreation
Intensive recreation is not a programmed use of the Sapelo Island
Estuarine Sanctuary. Access to the Sanctuary has been and will continue
to be strictly controlled since marshes, beaches and other areas serve as
outdoor laboratories for scientists. The adjacent Natural Area under Game
and Fish Division management, however has as its management objectives the
conservation and wise recreational use of the natural resources in the
area. (State of Georgia, 1976b).

While preservation and protection of the resource is the primary objective, compatible recreational use will also be encouraged in the
future. Design of any recreational use plan for the Natural Area would
have to include a description of a method to keep visitors in the Natural
Area and restrict intrusion into the Wildlife Management Area and the Marine
Institute. Supervised public use of the beach area should not disrupt research activities in the beach, dune and nearshore area. Projected research
at the Marine Institute calls for a greater emphasis on nearshore processes
beginning at the dune line. Beach research to be carried on by the Marine
Institute will take place on Nannygoat Beach immediately adjacent to a proposed day-use beach. (See fig. 6).
Any recreational activities to be planned for the Natural Area must
be developed only after specific studies to determine which
sites are least vulnerable to public use. No public use should be allowed that
will interfere with or hamper ongoing scientific research, the "raison detre"
of the adjacent Estuarine Sanctuary.
Carrying Capacity

An issue that needs to be considered when determining the allowable
size for public education and recreation programs in the Estuarine Sanctuary
is carrying capacity. Carrying capacity can be defined in many ways; one
appropriate one is the maximum number of people involved in a given activity
that can be supported by a given site without degrading the environment or the
quality of the visitor's experience (Ike, 1974). To arrive at a numerical carrying
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capacity one must take into account the management objectives of the area,
ecological constraints and quality of experience desired.
When designing a carrying capacity for Sapelo Island care should be taken
that no activities are promoted which could be easily accomplished elsewhere.
Any wilderness or educational experience on Sapelo Island should not attempt
to duplicate activities found elsewhere on the Georgia and northern Florida coast.
Special precautions must be taken so that public visitation has minimal impact
on the research activities in the Sanctuary.
When first applying a carrying capacity plan, a low density visitation is
necessary. The number of visitors can be increased following a plan of trial,
observation and reassessment. Visitation can always be increased, but the
reverse is not always ture. Irreparable ecological damage may be incurred if
too great a strain is placed on the limited available resources. Special
care must be taken when working with barrier islands due to the unique flora
and fauna involved.
An experimental method for establishing carrying capacity has been recommended
for Cumberland Island National Seashore, the southern-most Georgia barrier island.
This method could be used in determining carrying capacity for the Sapelo Island
Estuarine Sanctuary as well (Ike, 1974). Following this method, only a small
portion of an area designated for certain activity is originally used for that
purpose. Densities can be increased fairly rapidly in these areas with
careful monitoring of visitor reaction and environmental resistance. In this
way, realistic carrying capacities on an area basis can be determined and the
public demand for each activity assessed. The Sanctuary manager could then
realistically determine acreages to be opened up for each use. This concept
could be applied to nature trails, self-guided tours, beach visitation, etc.

Conflicts
To avoid potential conflicts between the various organizations involved
with the Sapelo Island Estuarine Sanctuary, a more formal method of communication
may have to be developed. During, recreational development of the Natural Area
communication between all agencies will be especially vital. Establishment
of an advisory committee as proposed earlier with representatives from all
involved parties may provide a partial solution.

SUMMARY
Long-term management objectives of the Sapelo Island Estuarine Sanctuary
include preservation of the resource, and development of comprehensive research
and educational programs that are compatible with the resource. At Sapelo Island,
research facilities exist but a greater emphasis needs to be placed on how the
information once acquired can be distributed to the public, and applied to
management problems in the coastal zone. Public input and support of the Sanctuary
needs to be increased. Potentially conflicting uses, such as beach recreation
and research needs to be resolved in adjacent areas as well as in the Sanctuary
itself.
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APPENDIX I
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACT, SECTION 312, ESTUARINE SANCTUARIES
PUBLIC LAW 92-583
c October 12, 1972

October 27, 1972
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Pub. Law 92-583 86 SxAr. 1288

homes or regular places of business may be allowed travel expenses,
including per diem in lieu of subsistence, as authorized by section
5703 of title 5, United States Code, for individuals in the Government service employed intermittently.

80 Stat. 499;
83 Stat. 190,

ESTUARINE SANCTUARIES

The Secretary, in accordance with rules and regulations
promulgated by him, is authorized to make available to a coastal state
grants of up to 50 per centum of the costs of acquisition, development,
and operation of estuarine sanctuaries for the purpose of creating
natural field laboratories to gather data and make studies of the
natural and human processes occurring within the estuaries of the
coastal zone. The Federal share of the cost for each such sanctuary
shall not exceed $2,000,000. No Federal funds received pursuant to
section 305 or section 306 shall be used for the purpose of this section.
SEC. 312.

Grants.

Federal share.

ANNUAL REPORT
SEC. 313. (a) The Secretary shall prepare and submit to the President for transmittal to the Congress not later than November 1 of each
year a report on the administration of this title for the preceding fiscal
year. The report shall include but not be restricted to (1) an identification of the state programs approved pursuant to this title during
the preceding Federal fiscal year and a description of those programs;
(2) a listing of the states participatinn. in the provisions of this title
e'
and a description of the status of each state's
programs and its accomplishments during the preceding Federal fiscal year; (3) an itemization of the allocation of funds to the various coastal states and a
breakdown of the major projects and areas on which these funds were
expended; (4) an identification of any state programs which have been
reviewed and disapproved or with respect to which grants have been
terminated under this title, and a statement of the reasons for such
action; (5) a listing of all activities and projects which, pursuant to
the provisions of subsection (c) or subsection (d) of section 307, are
not consistent with an applicable approved state management program; (6) a summary of the regulations issued by the Secretary or in
effect during the preceding Federal fiscal year; (7) a summary of a
coordinated national strategy and program for the Nation's coastal
zone including identification and discussion of;Federal, regional, state,
and local responsibilities and functions therein; (8) a summary of
outstanding problems arising in the administration of this title in
order of priority; and (9) such other information as may be appropriate.
(b) The report required by subsection (a) shall contain such recommendations for additional legislation as the Secretary deems necessary
to achieve the objectives of this title and enhance its effective operation.
RULES AND REGULATIONS
SEC. 314. The Secretary shall develop and promulgate, pursuant
to section 553 of title 5, United States Code, after notice and opportunity for full participation by relevant Federal agencies, state
agencies, local governments, regional organizatimis, port authorities,
and other interested parties, both public and private, such rules and
regulations as may be necessary to carry our the provisions of this
title.

80 Stet. 383.

86 STAT. 1289

Pub. Law 92-583
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October 27, 1972

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS .

315. (a) There are authorized to be appropriated
(1) the sum of $9,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1973, and for each of the fiscal years 1974 through 1977 for grants
under section 305, to remain available until expended;
(2) such sums, not to exceed $30,000,000, for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1974, and for each of the fiscal years 1975 through
1977, as may be necessary, for grants under section 306 to remain
available until expended; and
(3) such sums, not to exceed $6,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30., 1974, as may be necessary, for grants under section
312, to remain available until expended.
(b) There are also authorized to be appropriated such sums, not to
exceed $3,000,000, for fiscal year 1973 and for each of the four succeeding- fiscal years, as may be necessary for administrative expenses
incident to the administration of this title.
SEC.

Approved October 27, 1972.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY:

HOUSE REPORTS:No. 92-1049 accomparwing H.R. 14146 (Comma. on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries) and No. 92-1544 (Comm. of
Conferenoe).
SENATE REPORT No. 92-753 (Comm. on Commerce).
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,. Vol. 118 (1972):
Apr. 25, considered and passed Senate.
Aug. 2 9 considered and passed House, amended' in lieu of H.R. 34146.
Got. 12, House and Senate agreed to conference report.
WEEKLY COMPILATION OF PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS, Vol. 8, No. 44:
Oct. 28 9 Presidential statement.
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APPENDIX II

ESTUARINE SANCTUM( GUIDELINES

AMENMENETS OF 1977
INCORPORATED

my THE

ESTUARINE SANCTUM( GUIDE=
CF 1974 AS IN THE
COASTAL ZCNE MANAGEMENT Pcr
OF 1972 (P.L. 92-583) ,

AS MENDED
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to the extent feasible a natural unit set
aside to provide scientists and students
the opportunity to exe• ine aver a period
oftime
the . ecological zel atevem
s ps withDEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
in the a rea
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Por the purer of this section.
Administration
• "estuary" means that part of a lever or
stream or other body of meter having .m[15CFRPart921)
tmpered connection with the Of= sea
ESTUARINE SANCTUARY GUIDELINES
where the seawater Is measurably diluted
with freshwater derived from land (tretePolicies and Procedures for Selection
age. The term includes estuary-type
Acquisition and Management
areas of the Great Lakes as wall as Id.AGENCY: National Oceanic and Atmos- goons In more and coastal regions.
pheric Administration, Department • of
(c) The term "multiple nes" se used
Commerce.
In this section shell mean the simultaneous utilization of an area ar resource
for a variety of compatible PUTPoeds or
to provide more than one benefit. The
It is propocod to amend 15 CFR Part term implies the long-term. oxitinued
uses of such resources to such a fashion
921 as follows:
(1) By revising the table of contents that other men will not !interfere with,
and authority citation to read as follows: diminish or prevent the Primer/ Purim*.
which is the lon g-tam protection of the
Subpart A-40nerel
area for scientine and educational use.
Bee.
921.1 Policy and objectives.
1 921.3 OLienivee end beeplesseetedes
9212 Definitions.
a flee pm/gm&
921.3 ObjectilfOS and Implementation of
(a) General. The purpose of the esthe program.
9121.4 Biogeographic sleuth ration:
tuarine sanctuaries program it to create
921.5 Multiple use.
natural field laboratories to which to
031.6 Relationshtp to other provisions of gather data and make studies of the
the Act and to marine sanctuaries. natural and human Proms= =ming
within the et:Marks of the maartal sons.
Subpart a—Application for Grants
This shall be aceoesplishad by the estabe
931.10 General. •
• 921.11 ApplicratIon for preliminary acquisi.• lishmerit of a scrim of estuarine mace
tuerlea which will be dan gnalod so that
Sion grants.
.92122 Application for land acquisition at least one representative of each type
grants.
of estuarine sew :teat wilt endure into
931.13 Application for operational grants.
the future for sciseettle and educational
921.14 Federally-owned lands.
purposes. The primary use of estuaries
Subpart n-eseketiee cremes
sanctuaries shall be for research and
educational parposele especially to proI2120 Criteria for selection.
vide scene of the information essential to
92121 Public participation.
coastal cone management decialosz-mak•
Sestowt Lt—Oporelien
beg. Specific exempla of such purpozes
921.30 General_
uses include but are not limited to:
921.31 Changes in the aancttutry boundary, and
(1) To gain a thorough understanding
management pclicy, or rawearch
of the ecological relationships within the
props.=
estuarine environment.
921.32 Props= widow.
(3) To make baseline ecological meas.
AvrEoltzer:s. Zit ( I). Coastal Zone Man- uramenta.
agement Act of 1972, ac amended (90 WA.
(3) To monitor idgettilcant or vital
1030, (II V.S.C. 1461) Pub. 94-1170).
changes in the estuarine environment
Submit Ae-egtertenti
(4) To assent the effects of man's
stresses on the wanton and to forecast
921.1 PeUer awl Objectives.
The estuarine sanctuaries program will and mitigate imesible deterioration from
activities.
provide mute to States on a matching
(5) To pre vide a vehicle for increasing
bans to acquire, develop and operate
natural areas as *remains sanctuaries in public losowledge and awareness of the
order that scientists and students may be complex nature of estuarine asteasss
Provided the oppertunity to examen over the!r values and benefits to man and as..
a period of time the ecological relation- tore. and the problems which confront
ships within the area. The purietee of them.
(b) Moe empleasia. within the program
these guidelines le to establish the rules
and FeraltlaillE for implementation of will be on the designation as estuarine
the program.
sanctuaries of areas which will scree az
natural field laboratories for studies and
1 921.2 paeanles's.
investigations over an =touted Period.
(a) rn addition to the definitions The area chosen as an estuarine sancfound tar the Act and in the regulations tuary shall, to the extent feasible, hedealing with Coastal Zane Management chide water and land masses constituting
Program Development Grants published s natural ecological unit.
November 29, 1973 (Part 930 of this
(e) In order that the estuarine mac chapter) the term 'estuarine sanctuary" Wary will be available for future studies.
as defused in the Act, means a research research involving the destruction of
area which may include any part or all portion of an estuarine sanctuary which
of an estuary. adjotning transitional would permanently alter the nature of
areas. and adjacent uplands. constituting the ecosystem &ball not normally be

permitted. In the treusuel circuzectancee

where Permit-tad, manipulative flak! re-

search shall be carefully contraled. No
experiment which tin/vas thrtaltraladva
research &ban be initiated until the tea-

minatlon date is spectled and evidence
given that the environment will be returned to its condition which edged
Prior to the experiment.
(d) It is anticipated that most of the
areas select.ed as sanctuaries will be relatively undisturbed by human acUritlea
at the time of acquietion. Thar etc

Mort

of the

ems! selected will be ame

with • minimum of development. industry ire habitation.
(e) If suilicient permanence and control by the State can be assured. the
acquisition of a sanctuary ma y involve
lees than the aezileition at a fee simple

interest. Such interest may be. for etam ple, the acquisition of a conservation easesnezit "develop ant rights -,
other partial interest sufficient to emirs

the protection of the natural system.

Leann& which would not assure tnrms--neat prate::
of the system. wouid
be an acceptable alternative.

921.4 Blogeogispiik clarel9aatket.
(a) It it Intended, that estuarine mooharlot should not be chosen et random
but should reflect re gional differelidaton and a variety of ecorysteire so. se
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ensure adequate representation of ail estuarine types reflecting re gional di ffer-

entiation and a variety of cc-materna
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from the following biogeographic classifications:
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(4) The development of a research and
educational program; and/or,
(5) Such other activity of a prelimi
nary nature as may be approved in writing by OCZM. Any grant made pursuant
to this subsection shall be refunded by
the State to whatever extent it has spent
in relation to land not acquired for the
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lands donated to the State and cain doand spprovel of the management ;fro Acquisition Policies Act plan;
may also be used is match. If
mai where operation of the melamine ' (3) The development of a sanctuary nations
the
State
already owns land which is to
sanctuary would aid to the developmaa
be used in the sanctuary, the value of
management plan;
of a props=

(la) 'Ms a/stamina senctuazies prow=
Wag Ws*
dontod and estikiest *
win be conducted to close cooperatieu
bone& to osb-steresSa.
1. lisbarati.a. West sad Dart& toasts at with the marine samtuariee program
Alaska: 1 streamed ccostig biota AMU sad MU* Di of the Marine Protection. Ito.
1Aressa.
search Act al 1,12, Pula 16 n-uxiitiett
1*. Pular. Unger Wanda. scensteade Inet is also administered be the O of
procipttons saolutta gaw ecasidarabbs vows Coastal km 'Management, NOAL),
actioa; erequoratly 'eadocais spesiesc
Wier Woad groups primed:4 vtla tziccical. whIch recognises that certein areas of
the ocean waters, as far seaward u the
burn.
Werth
outer
edge a the Ccatinantal Shelf, or
Great
Laisos.
Gnat
Z
11.
Amesica; bluff-duns of rocky, glegstatad other coastal waters where the tide ebbs
shosellne:11:nned wetlands; trealavatme oar and floirs or ot the Great Lakes and
biota a scIsturm at banal and toupees** their coonecting waters. need to be prewades vttlt anadavacas species sad sort served or restored for their Conserligian.
mews it:madam
recreational. ecologic or esthetic value&
(b) Various sub-categortee will be de.; It is anticipated that the Secretary on
cooesudon =1 establish marine sancta..
?eloped and utilised as appropriate.
arias to complement the designation by
I 921.5 Naldale
States of estuarine sancisaaries, where
(a) Wbge the primary purpose der- this may be mutuaIty beneficial.
tuarins sanctuaries Is to provide Ion•
tarn protection for natural areas so that
they may be used for scissile and Nina

a
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any use of the land foregone by the State § 921.14 Federally-owned lands.
in order to include such land in the
sanctuary, capitalized over the next 20 (a) Where Federally-owned lands are
to the area proposed
years, may be used by the State as a Part of or adjacent
estuarine sancmatch. The value of lands purchased by for designation as an
s. State within the boundaries of pro- tuara or where the control of land and
posed sanctuaries while an application water uses on such lands is necessary to
for a preliminary acquisition grant or Protect the natural Oaten within the
the State should contact the
land acquisition grant is being nonsid- san ctuary,
Federal agency maintaining control of
Bred may also be used as match.
(b) An acquisition application should the land to request cooperation in providcoordinated management policies.
contain the following information:
Suc
h lands and State request, and the
Description of any changes in pro. Such
(1)
agency response, should be idenposed sanctuary from that presented in Federaland
conveyed to the Office of
the preliminary acquisition grant MAI- tilled
Coastal Zone Management.-- a e a-. • - -nee
cation. If such an application has mot
(b) Where such proposed use or CODbeen made, then, information eqeivalerst
troI
of FederadLeeewned Ian& maids rota
licapp
to that required in such a grant a
t
conflict with the Federal use of their
tion should be provided. el e
lands, such cooperation and coordination
(2) Identification of ownershi p patterns, pro portions of lean aLrewis Atathe. la encouraged to the maximum extent
feasible.
public domain: fair market value ap(C) Section 315 grants may not be
praisal and 'Uniform Relocation Act plan.
awarded t&lFederally -owned lands: how•
13) Description of research programs.
ever, a similar status may be provided on
potential and committed research ora voluntary basis for Federally-owned
ganizations or agencies, and benefits to
lands under the provisions of the Federal
tete ,overall coastal zone management
Committee on Ecological Perserves
a
program.
programa
- (4) Dernilenon o proposed manage•
ment technique, inclutifng the management agency and proposed budget—InSoinsert CeaSsiatelon Criteria
cluding both State and Federal shares.
(5) Description of planned or antici921.2* Ceiserie (es eslesekias
pated land and water use_ and controls
(4) Subpart C—Selection Criteria—is
for contiguous lands surrounding the
proposed sanctuary (including. if appro- amended by changing the first sentence
priate. an analysis of the desirability of in 92120 to read: `"Applications for
creating a marine sanctuary in adjacent preliminary acquisition or land acquisition grants to establish esbraYeee sancareas).
(6) Assessment of the environmental. tuaries will be reviewed and judged on
criteria including:"
and socio-economic impacts of declaring
the area an estuarine sanctuary. includ(a) Derma ite the caudal sone tisane
ing the economic impact on• the sur- ligament program. AtipLications abould
rounding community and its tax base.
demaissteste the tenet of the proposal
(7) Discussion, including cost and to the develoPment or ePeratl000 of the
acfeasibility of Biter Live methods for
OnDag coastal acne management proquisition and protection of the area.
gram. including how well the proposal
§ 921.13 Andication for operation Ms into the national program of rePrae
sentattvo estuarine trees; the national
/manta,
Or regional benefits;and the usefulness
(a) Although an acquisition grant ap- in research.
plication for creation of an estuarine
(b) The ecological characteristics of
sanctuary should• Include initial opera- the cricardene including its biologitea
tion costs, subsequent applications may productivitse diversity and regresentabe submitted following acquisition and Waimea =teat of alteration of the
establishment of an estuarine sanctuary
gyetem. Its ability to , remain a
for additional operational funds. As in- natural
Viable
and.
system, in view of the
dicated in tl 921.11, these costs may In- Present andhealthy
possible development of
clude administrative-costs necessary to
monitor the sanctuary and to protect the comic otelooloe
Integrity of the ecosystem . Extensive— (c) Si= and choice of beerelariert. To
management programs, capital expenses. • the extent feasible. estetenbee sanetuatisa
Inneroximate a natural ecological
or research will not normally be funded :should
Unit.
The
natninial acceptable sine will
by section 315 grants.
(b) After the megaton of an estuarine . Tern greatly and will depend On the ruts
sanctuary established under this pro-- •tura of the nor:stem
gram, applications (Form SF 424) for I (d) Coots Although the Act limits the
Federal assistance (non-constructIon rodorisl share of the coot for each woo'
program). for such operational grants tearer te 0,000,000, It is anteripated that
should include at least the following In- in practice the average grant win be stabe
stautlany leas than thin.
formation:
- (e) Ersharecement of remecompen's
(1) Identification of the boundary tam
4
(map).
(f) Proximity and awn§ to existing
(2) Specifications of the research and
management programs. including man- research facilities.
(g) Availability of suitable aliernative
aging agency and techniques.
sites already protected which Wi ght les
(3) Detailed budgetcapable of providing the same we or
(4) Discussion of recent and projected
.. benefit. Unnecessary duplication et nee
.
use of the sanctuary.
(5) -Perceived threats to the integrity toting activities under other programs
should be avoided. Samna; actuarine
of the sanctaary.

sanctuaries might be established adjacent to existing preserved lands where
mutual enhancement or benefit of tt^..rh
might occur.
(h) Conflict with existing or potential
competing uses.
(I) Cempatibiety with emir= cc preCCir■ZglIC:74
weed land and suttee us

areal.
If

the initial review denemstseetet the

fee-T.11)=y of the anIa t1P.b. an environmental impact statemeet will be pre-

pared by the Office of Coastal Zone Management in accordance with ths National
Environmental Policy Act of I9CP anal

iraelementing CEQ gatteraireere

§ 921.21 Public participation.
(a) Public participation fn the selec-

tion of en estuarine sanctuary is required. In the selection proeess, the selecting entity (sec 1. 921.10) shall seek
the views-of possibly affected landowners, local governments, and Federal

agencies, and shall seek the views of possibly interested other parties and organizations. The latter would include, but
need not be- limited
ariveta eitteern
and bossiness, emiel, and en-sir
ea/
organizations in the arm of the
Ing considered for sele,ctiole
tuition of views trey be isfAtif)idi.;E:2-;,1,.
whatever means the 'fettling entity

deems- appropriate, but shell include at
least one public hearing le the area. Notice of such beg rime rand/ eneede /VW
Ma,tion as to the thaw. elect, end sidelee4
matter; and shall be pubeened in the

principal area media. The bearing shall
be held no sooner than le days follow
beg the publication of notice
(b) The Office of Coasts! Zone Man-

agement (0C211) shall prepare draft

and final environmental impact statements pertaining to the r-iA: finally selected for the w.tuarlue sanctuary flowing public participation in the se' -

tion of that site, and shell distraa
these as appropriate. Otie-M may hole e
public hearing in the area of such site 0tt
which both the draft environment-al in—.
pact statement- (DEIS) and the 11ic0-1;z.
of the eite selection may be addressed by
those in attendance. OCZNI shall hold
such a hearing if: (1) In its view, the
DEIS is controversial, or (2) if there appears to be a need for further informing

the public with regard to either the DEIS
- or ioic or . more aspects of the site selected. or (3) if such tt• hearing is re•greed in Writing (to either the selecting entity or (CZM) by all afieeted or interested party, or' 14) for other good
cause. If held, such hearing shall be held
.no sooner: than BO • lteys following the issuance of the DEIS and no sooner than
ate bans aft r Appropriate notice of Buell
hearing has been given In the area by
Auig
ricting
th e lessieteniie of the selectentity.
Subpart la--Openotioa
E f21.30 GelliaraL
Management of estuarine sanctuaries•
shall be the respornmette of the applicant State or ite agent. However, the
rasessch urea and management propeen

Inuit be In conformance with these
in,liteli nes and regulations, sad others
implemented by the provisions at individual grants. It is sug gested that Prier
to the grant award, representatives of
the proposed sanctuary management
team and the Office of Coastal Zone Management meet to discuss management
policy and standards. It is anticipated
that the grant provisions will vary with
individual circumstances and via be
mutually agreed to by the applicant and
the Plait LIE agencr. As a minimum. the
grant document for each sanctuary
shall:
(a) Dane the Intended research purposes of the estuarine sanctuary.
(b) Define permitted. compatible, restricted and prohibited uses of the sangnary.
(c) Include a provision for monitoring
the uses of the sanctuary, to ensure cora!glance with the intended yam
(d) Ensure ready sac= to land use
of the sanctuary by scientists, students
and the general public as desirable and
permissible for coordinated research and
education uses, a* well as for other cornPetiole Parolees.

d
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(e) Ensure public availability and ree-mashie distribution of research results
for timer use in the development of
coastal mu* management programs.
(f) Provide a bails for annual review
of the status of the sanctuary. its value
to the coastal sons program
(g) Specify how the integrity of the
system which the sanctuary represents
will be maintained.
(h) Provide adequate authority and
intent to enforce management Polit y and
use restrictions
921.31 Changia In the oancturry

Zone M-S.r4, rumen t directly for review of
the raariagmerAt program.
1 921.32 Program review.

It is anticipated that reports willl be
required fever the &pollee et State on a
regular basis, no more frequently than
annually, on the status of each estuarine
sanctuary. The estuarine sanctuary
program will be regularly reviewed to
ensure that the objectives of the program
are being met and that the program itself is scientifically sound. Ths key to
the sucreef of the estuarine eenciveric-n
pro=am Le to antra that the remill4 al
boundary, tuanatiereeni policy or
research programa
the studies and research conducted in
. (se The a p proved sanctuary boundarthese sanctuaries are &Tellable in
ies; management policy, including per- timely fashion so that the States can
missible and prohibited Wet: and re- develop and administer land and water
search program may only be changed use proment for the waste moo. Acafter public nonce and the opportunity cordingly,- ell information and reports,
of public review and participation such
including annual reports, relating to
as outlined in 132131.
(b) Individuals or organizations which estuarine serictuarles shall be pert of
are concerned about pomdble improper the public rmerd and available at ari
use or restriction of use of estuarine times for inspection by the
*sanctuaries may petition the State management a gency Lux! the Office of Coastal

